Thermocapillary convection was stabilized by suppressing ambient air flow. The primary stabilization factor is heat transfer from the ambient air to the liquid bridge through the free surface. These results suggest that flow-transition point was controllable by modifying ambient air temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Thermocapillary flow is important in materials processing under microgravity conditions. The float-zone method is a technique for producing and purifying single crystals of metals and oxides. When using this method, it is widely known that a transition to three-dimensional (3D) unsteady thermocapillary convection occurs at a certain temperature difference between the heated area and the cold rods, and that this causes detrimental striations in the crystal structure, even under microgravity conditions (Eyer et al., 1985) .
Numerous studies into the onset of unsteady states in thermocapillary convection have been undertaken using two types of fundamental models: full-zone and half-zone models. The full-zone model imitates the flow and thermal field of the melt in the floating zone without crystal growth. The half-zone method simulates one-half of the full-zone model. Numerous studies have used the half-zone model, but few studies are reported for the full-zone model. Lappa (2003 Lappa ( , 2004 Lappa ( , 2005 and Kudo et al. (2014) demonstrated that the flow fields of the full-zone model exhibit complex 3D structures that are difficult to understand by applying knowledge of the flow structure obtained using a half-zone model (Velten et al., 1991; Leypoldt et al., 2000; Kawamura et al., 2001; Kuhlmann et al., 2002 Kuhlmann et al., , 2003 Kuhlmann et al., , 2008 Hence, it is important to study thermocapillary convection using a full-zone model.
Thermocapillary convection changes from a two-dimensional (2D) steady flow to a 3D unsteady flow at a critical value in the case of high Pr fluids. The mechanism of the onset of the unsteady flow strongly depends on Pr. In the case of a half-zone model, Wanschura et al. (1995) showed that the origin of the unsteady flow in high Pr fluids is "the hydrothermal wave instability," which was proposed by Smith and Davis (1983) . Heat transfer plays an important role in a high Pr system. After the onset of unsteady state, the flow exhibits a modal structure with a certain azimuthal wave number (e.g., Velten et al., 1991; Leypoldt et al., 2000; Kawamura et al., 2001; Kuhlmann et al., 2002 Kuhlmann et al., , 2003 Kuhlmann et al., , 2008 for the half-zone model). Concerning a full-zone model, Bouizi et al. (2007) suggested that the instability mechanisms are similar to the mechanism on the half-zone model. Kamotani et al. (1989) focused on the experimental relation between flow-transition points and aspect ratios of the liquid bridge. Sakurai et al. (1998) studied the onset of unsteady convection and the shape of the liquid bridge. Kudo et al. (2014) expanded the experimental research of Kamotani et al. (1989) to a wider range of flow structures of unsteady convection and aspect ratios. Also, they showed the dominant modal structures are a combination of azimuthal wave numbers 1, 2, and 3 in a range of aspect ratios Γ(Γ = H/R, where R is the radius of the liquid bridge). It is found that the azimuthal wave numbers of the dominant modal structures do not depend on the aspect ratio. However, none of these studies considered the effect of ambient air flow on thermocapillary convection. In terms of the heat transfer effect, researches have been conducted with a half-zone liquid bridge. In this geometry, the flow-transition point is known to be sensitive to heat transfer at the free surface of the liquid bridge and the ambient air motion. Irikura et al. (2005) blocked the effect of ambient air flow with obstacles, and reported that the flow-transition point was strongly affected by ambient air flow. Wang et al. (2007) and Tiwari and Nishino (2010) found that the flow-transition points significantly changed under conditions of heat gain by the liquid bridge. Ueno et al. (2010) revealed that ambient gas forced flow opposite to the thermocapillary convection strongly affected flowtransition point. Shevtsova et al. (2013) numerically studied the effect of heat transfer on the free surface of the liquid bridge on flow-transition points, showing that 2D oscillatory instability was excited by strong ambient air flow. By the way, the controllability of flow-transition point gives an advantage to materials processing. The stabilization of thermocapillary flow far beyond the flow-transition point will reduce detrimental striations in the crystalline structure. From this point of view, the flow-transition point is controllable by modifying ambient air flow in the half-zone model.
The present study aims to confirm that the flow-transition point of the full-zone model is controllable. This purpose is accomplished by investigating the effect of ambient air flow on the onset of unsteady thermocapillary convection in the full-zone model.
EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
A full-zone model is employed to simplify thermocapillary convection in the floating-zone method. Two coaxial cylindrical rods hold a liquid bridge by surface tension and a ring-shaped heater (ring heater) is placed coaxially at mid-height of the liquid bridge (Fig. 1) . By applying a temperature difference ∆T between the rods and ring heater, thermocapillary convection is induced in the liquid bridge. These cylindrical rods are maintained at the same temperature using chillers. The intensity of the induced flow can be described using a Marangoni number, defined as follows:
In this dimensionless number, |∂σ/∂T | is the absolute value of the temperature coefficient of the surface tension, H is the half height of the liquid bridge, ρ is the density of the liquid bridge, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid bridge, κ is the thermal diffusivity of the liquid bridge, U is the characteristic thermocapillary velocity obtained from balancing thermocapillary and viscous forces, Re is the Reynolds number to thermocapillary flow, and Pr is the Prandtl number of the liquid bridge. In this study, R is 2.5 mm and 2H is 3 mm; hence, the aspect ratio is fixed at Γ = 0.6. The top rod was made of a transparent sapphire glass which enabled us to observe the flow structure from the top of the liquid bridge (Fig. 2) . The bottom rod was made of aluminum. The ratio of volume of liquid held between the rods to the volume of the cylindrical space between them is called "volume ratio." In the present study, the volume ratio was kept constant at 1.0. The temperatures of the top and bottom rods were measured by thermocouples fixed to these rods. The maximum temperature of the liquid bridge was measured by a thin thermocouple (material: Cr-Ar; tip diameter: 25 µm), which was located at the same height as the ring heater and touched the free surface. ∆T was calculated using these temperatures. These experiments were conducted at room temperature (about 20
• C). The temperatures of the top and bottom rods were controlled to within ±1.0
• C of ambient temperature using two chillers.
The ring heater was made of a thin Nichrome wire, the diameter of which was 200 µm. The effect of heat radiation of the heater on thermocouples in the ambient air is small. This is because the temperature increase on the thermocouples by the heat radiation was estimated to be less than 10% of the ambient temperature in our experimental condition.
Visualization and Temperature Measurement of Ambient Air around the Liquid Bridge
Air flow is induced around a full-zone model by thermocapillary flow on a free surface and around a ring heater by natural convection. In this study, the effect of ambient air flow on the onset of unsteady thermocapillary convection was investigated by suppressing the ambient air flow using a pair of partition plates [ Fig. 1(b) ]. One of the plates was fixed at 1 mm below the upper side of the bottom rod, whereas the other was placed 0.1-4.5 mm above the lower side of the top rod using a precision linear stage. The distance between the upper plate and top rod was restricted by the measuring space around the liquid bridge.
To visualize the ambient air flow, the test equipment was surrounded by a black polypropylene box filled with smoke. The box was 400 mm in height and 500 mm in depth and width. The air flow was horizontally illuminated by a continuous collimated He-Ne laser and observed through a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera at 30 frames per second.
In a preliminary study, the interval of ambient temperature measurement was determined by considering the radial and horizontal temperature variations. The temperature distribution of ambient air was measured with a thin thermocouple (material: Cr-Ar; tip diameter: 25 µm) by moving it vertically and horizontally. The radial intervals were 0.075 mm (near the free surface) and 0.25 mm (away from the free surface), and the horizontal interval was about 0.33 mm (= 2H/6).
Test Fluid and Tracer Particles
Silicone oil of 2 cSt viscosity was employed as a test fluid, the physical properties of which are listed in Table 1 . The flow field was visualized using suspended spherical polystyrene particles with a diameter of 17 µm and specific gravity of 1. Prandtl number Pr ( = ν/κ) [-] 28.1
RESULTS
Onset of Unsteady Convection
To estimate the relative strengths of buoyancy and thermocapillarity in the liquid bridge, the Grashof number Gr and Richardson number Ri are introduced:
where, in addition to the definitions given previously, β is the thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid bridge and g is gravitational acceleration. In this study, these parameters were calculated as Gr = 60-120, Re = 250-430, and Ri < 10 −3 . This means that buoyancy is much weaker than thermocapillarity, and the latter is therefore the primary force acting on the liquid bridge.
When a critical value Ma c is exceeded, the flow changes from 2D steady flow to 3D unsteady flow (Fig. 3) . This criticality is strongly affected by ambient air motion, as observed for the half-zone liquid bridge (Irikura et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Tiwari and Nishino, 2010) .
The experimental results for Ma c are presented in Fig. 4 as a function of the distance L between the top partition plate and the lower surface of the top rod. Each Ma c data point is the average of several Ma c values obtained under the same experimental conditions. Expanded uncertainty of Ma c was estimated to be less than ±900 [coverage factor, k = 2 (ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008)] with considering measurement of ∆T , H, and so on.
The Ma c values increase with decreasing distance L. This means that thermocapillary convection is stabilized by suppressing the ambient air flow, similar to the trend observed for a half-zone liquid bridge (Irikura et al., 2005) . Ma c at L = 0.1 mm was about 1.6 times that in the absence of the partition plates. 
Flow Structure of Ambient Air
When Ma < Ma c , the flow field in the liquid bridge and the ambient air motion is 2D axisymmetric steady flow. An integrated view of the particle path-line in the ambient air flow is shown in Fig. 5 . The path-lines were drawn by integrating a series of pictures obtained at certain time intervals by the CCD camera. For the cases of L = 0.5 and L = 4.0 mm, a small vortex near the lower side of the liquid bridge and a large vortex beyond the ring heater were observed in the ambient air region. The size of the large vortex was determined by the distance between the partition plates. Buoyancy flow generated by the ring heater was strong enough to cancel a small vortex next to the upper side of the liquid bridge.
Temperature Distribution of Ambient Air
Ambient temperature distributions near the liquid bridge with and without the partition plates are shown in Fig. 6 . Variation of ambient temperature distribution was controlled by ambient air motion. Normalized ambient temperature θ is calculated as follows:
where T a is local ambient temperature, T a,∞ is ambient temperature far from the liquid bridge, and T a,max is the maximum ambient temperature close to the ring heater. The radial distance r * from the free surface of the liquid bridge is defined as follows:
Warm air heated by the ring heater is transferred far from the liquid bridge along the upper partition plate. In a detailed investigation of the ambient temperature distribution θ, radial temperature distributions at several constant heights are plotted in Fig. 7 .
In the vicinity of the top rod (r * = 0-1 mm), the maximum θ values were almost the same with and without partition plates. Away from the top rod (r * ≥ 1 mm), θ measured in the presence of the partition plates was higher than that in their absence [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Similar effects are seen at the mid-height of the liquid bridge [ Fig. 7(b) ]. In the vicinity of the bottom rod (r * = 0-1 mm) [Fig. 7(c) ], however, the maximum θ with the partition plates was higher than that without plates, while away from the bottom rod (r * ≥ 1 mm), the effect was the same as observed at the other positions.
Summarizing the effect of the partition plates on the ambient temperature distribution: near the free surface of the liquid bridge, the temperature near the bottom rod was increased by suppressing the cold ascending current from beneath the bottom rod and involving warmer air above with the lower partition plate; and away from the ring heater, the ambient air was warmed by bringing warm ascending current generated from the ring heater along the upper partition plate.
Heat Transfer at the Free Surface of the Liquid Bridge
The primary mechanism of heat transfer from the ring heater to the full-zone liquid bridge is conduction. This is because no air flows vertically from the ring heater to the free surface. The quantity of heat flux from conduction is more than six times that by radiation under 2D steady-state conditions. The heat transfer at the free surface was therefore evaluated by heat conduction and convection. The local Biot number (Bi) [Eq. (6) ] was employed to estimate heat transfer at the free surface of the liquid bridge. A positive Bi means that heat is transferred from the liquid bridge to the ambient air, and vice versa.
In this dimensionless number, T s is the surface temperature at a free surface [
• C], (∂T /∂r * ) r * =0 is the radial temperature gradient of ambient air close to the free surface, λ a is the thermal conductivity of air (2.57 × 10 −2 W/mK 25
• C), and λ is the thermal conductivity of the test fluid (0.11 W/mK @ 25 • C).
In Fig. 8 , it is indicated that the value of Bi is negative at all heights in the absence of the partition plates. This means that the liquid bridge gained heat from the ambient air. By applying the partition plates (L = 0.5 mm and L = 4.0 mm), Bi remained still negative but the absolute value increased further at almost all heights. This indicates that heat transfer from the ambient air to the liquid bridge increases in the presence of the partition plates. Near the bottom rod, absolute value of Bi increases by suppressing cold ascending air flow and incorporating warmer air. At almost all heights, absolute value of Bi increases by incorporating the warm air generated from the ring heater.
Oscillatory thermocapillary convection is stabilized by heat transfer from ambient air to the liquid bridge. One reason is that Ma c increases with increasing the absolute value of Bi (Figs. 4 and 8) . Another reason is that shear stresses to a free surface by ascending air flow are almost the same with and without the partition plates. The intensity of the ambient air flow is defined as follows by Shevtsova et al., (2013) :
In this dimensionless number, U a is the velocity of ambient air flow, D h is the gap between the top rod and a tubeshaped gas shield around the liquid bridge, ν a is the kinematic viscosity of the air. Our experimental apparatus has no tube-shaped gas shield, therefore D h was calculated with the gap between the top rod and the vortex center of the ambient air flow [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. In our study, Re a for each length L were almost same; hence, their values were approximately 10 when Ma = 4200. This value of Re a was less than 5% of that inducing 2D oscillatory instability (Shevtsova et al., 2013) . It is known that Ma c also increases under heat gain conditions (negative Bi) in a half-zone liquid bridge (Wang et al., 2007; Tiwari and Nishino, 2010) . However, because thermal conditions on the free surface are different for the half-and full-zone models, the mechanisms of stabilization of the unsteady flows may also be different. The stabilization mechanism for the full-zone model can be confirmed by studying the effect of changing ambient temperature on the convection.
FIG. 8:
Local Biot number on the free surface as a function of vertical axis z, Ma < Ma c .
